Confessions Of A

Fraudster
ONE man
let ego and
entitlement
take over his
ethics.
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He believed that the bank wasn’t at risk at
all, and was sure everything would be ﬁne in
the end. When they did ﬁnd out, he says, the
board didn’t see things the same way.
“They felt that they were at risk and my
deceiving them was enough grounds to lay
charges of fraud. They were right, of course – I
had broken the law and put the bank at risk.
The fact that the loans were repaid in the end
didn’t make my fraud legal, so to speak.”
Brad admits that his intentional
misrepresentation to the board could have
cost the bank R70-million.
“At no stage did I ever plan or believe that the
bank would suﬀer any losses, but my actions
were certainly fraudulent,” he admits. “I
received gifts and money from my clients, and
that’s a no-no when lending, because that’s an
inducement to lend more money to them.”
Today he considers himself reformed from
his past, and does regular presentations to
warn people against the attraction of being
captured in fraudulent behaviour.
“Before you know it, you’re in a big, dark hole.
The consequences of fraud are destructive:
To the individual, to their family, to their
colleagues they work with, the company they
worked for and our economy.”

Common Banking Scams

ACCORDING to the Banking Association
of South Africa, here are some of the most
common banking-related scams in South
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Africa. Don’t let yourself fall victim!
Counterfeit Card Fraud: A type of fraud where
card information is stolen (usually with a
card skimming device) and encoded to a
counterfeit card to make transactions.
Card Not Present (CNP) Fraud: A fraud where a
transaction is conducted without the card or
card-holder knowing about it, usually through
means such as online or via the phone.
Account Takeover Fraud: A fraud where
someone’s bank account is entirely taken over
by a someone else, something which is usually
done by stealing their information.
Change Of Bank Account Scams: A type of
fraud that mostly aﬀects business, whereby a
fraudster impersonating a supplier gives false
banking details to divert payments instead to
the fraudster’s account.
Phishing Scams: Phishing scams make use of a
legitimate-looking e-mail or SMS that appears
to be from your bank – and usually requests
personal banking information like your bank
account, password, identity information or
phone number.
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RAUD is something that you frequently
read about in the news when a collared
criminal gets snared for pulling the wool
over the eyes of investors, banks or
clients – and hopefully it’s something that
never happens to you. But how often have
you thought of fraud from the inside out?
people magazine spoke to Brad Sadler, a
man who admits to defrauding the bank he
worked for, and today tells his story to warn
other people that crime really doesn’t pay all
that well.
“My fraud was intentionally misleading the
bank that I worked for by approving loans for
clients that should not have received those
loans without board approval,” explains Brad.
“Instead of taking the loans to the board, I
split them between companies so that I could
approve them without the hassle of waiting
for the monthly board meeting.”
Brad says that the clients had become good
friends of his over time, and his actions put
the bank at risk because they did not know
their total exposure to these clients.
“It happened slowly over time, where it
became easier not to group the companies
and clients together so as to determine their
total lending exposure to the bank,” he adds.
Brad’s initial reasons to do this was his ego,
pride and entitlement.
“I believed that I could do it because I was the
‘blue-eyed boy’ and after all, the bank was
proﬁting from these loans.”

Reporting Banking Fraud

HAVE you spotted an instance of fraud or
banking fraud? Use the following channels to
report it.
The Banking Association Of South Africa
http://www.banking.org.za
The South African Fraud Prevention Service
http://www.safps.org.za
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